KENSINGTON
Limestone marble surround on antiqued
Wenge quartzite support. Inside, the
Ecomonoblock 43 firebox to offer a
spectacular view of the fire.
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 69 x 4 x 35

Modern and elegant design, inspired by the metropolitan spirit of Britain’s capital city, the hotbed of new trends.
The “London Style” is the life and soul of the new surround collection from the European leader in the hearth industry for
wood burning fireplaces and stoves. Palazzetti “surrounds” the fire with a style that is abreast with the times, and ensures
the most advanced technological solutions, setting the trend reflecting the modern tomorrow.
“London Style” represents the very essence of modernity. An innovative collection characterized by minimalism, and utilising
unprecedented finishing materials: “Wenge quartzite” with grains that resemble the aesthetics of Wenge wood veins, that
gives a warm and luxurious touch, while retaining all the practicality of granite (unalterable colours, non deformable by
heat, scratch-resistant and easy maintenance). Wenge quartzite, an exclusive material further enhanced by the Palazzetti
antiquing process: a technique that renders the material with the look and character of wood that you have to touch to dispel
any doubts. The finishing that meets the eye, and the wonderful feel of warm wood, combined with inserts of the finest white
Limestone marble, creating a refined and harmonious composition which elegantly frames the fireplace.
Aesthetics meets functionality, tomorrow meets today, in a choice of six surrounds that comprise a collection adaptable to
contemporary furnishing needs, and confer an unusual touch of lightness to the ambience.
The London Style surround collection is available for Palazzetti’s Ecomonoblock range of high efficiency factorybuild fireplaces and for the most common gas fireplaces available on the market.

CAMDEN

ANGEL

Antiqued Wenge quartzite with white stone listello support. Offered with the
Ecomonoblock 43 firebox to offer a spectacular view of the fire.
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 57 ½ x 4 x 35

White limestone marble surround with hearth in antiqued Wenge quartzite.
Inside, the Ecomonoblock 43 firebox to offer a choreographic view of the fire.
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 71 ¾ x 29 ½ x 34 ¼

SOHO
Antiqued Wenge quartzite surround, with accent and bench in polished white
Limestone. Can be combined with different Palazzetti Ecomonoblock sizes.
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 69 x 10 x 41 ¾

COVENT GARDEN
Antiqued Wenge quartzite surround with inserts in polished limestone marble.
To be combined with Ecomonoblock 43.
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 64 ¼ x 4 x 34 ¼
* Dimensions refer to the version of the surround designed with the suggested Palazzetti wood burning Ecomonoblock fireboxs. When combined with other gas fireboxes, will vary.

CITY
Limestone marble, surround with antiqued Wenge quartzite bench.
Can be combined with Palazzetti Ecomonoblock 30L or 30R (left of right corner).
Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 66 ¼ x 28 ¾ x 39

NOTTING HILL
Polished white Limestone marble surround and lateral wood recess of antiqued
Wenge quartzite. Dimensions (LxWxH)*: 49 ¼ x 21 ¼ x 51 ¼

The Ecomonoblock is a new line of a zero-clearance wood fireplaces, designed
by Palazzetti, to provide the performance of a wood stove without renouncing
to the beauty and the magical atmosphere of a real fireplace. Ecomonoblock
has been specifically designed for the growing demand for high efficiency and
reduced carbon emissions wood burning fireplaces.
The innovation of the Ecomonoblock is in the “sealed” combustion chamber,
the usage of particular refractory material and the Palazzetti’s Low Emission
Technology.
• zero-clearance wood burning fireplace
• high efficiency, up to 80%
• air wash system for self clean glass
• available in four different sizes with multiple glass configurations: linear, rounded,
corner and bay, for optimized view of the flame
• environmentally friendly thanks to the Palazzetti secondary burn system and new
low emissions technology
• patented vdf adjustable damper valve that automatically adapts its position while
the door slides up to prevent smoke back into the room
• firebox with cast iron floor lined with Magnofix®, Palazzetti proprietary high heat
accumulation refractory material
• fully concealed ceramic glass door with smooth one-hand sliding motion
• fresh air intake
• optional forced air kit

www.palazzetti.us - info@palazzetti.us
Toll free number: 1-800-590-3023

The manufacturer is not responsible for any errors or inaccuracies
contained in this flyer and is entitled to make any modifications to its
products deemed necessary for technical or commercial reasons at any
time and without giving prior notice.
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The beauty of a fireplace with the performance of a stove
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